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- Prom time to time we are evare of a rether thinly veiled criticism to
the effect that the rate of progress in atomic weapon research and develop-
ment at the Loa Alamos Scientific Laboratory is inadequate to the national
nee&. We are obviously not in a position to contest the validity of this
criticism other than to invite attention to the somewhat fronic fact that
every current weapon development has arisen out of the suggestion (and in
many cases, the urging) of this Laboratory.

One possible vay, of course, to speed up eventually the rate of
weapon research and development is to establish additional laboratory
facilities, presumably st come nev site. This is the suggestion, occa-
sionally mde, to set up a "new Los Alamos". We regard this proposal es
one which could hardly show much accomplishzent within two to four years,
would present serious difficulties of stsffing, would result in consider-
able duplication of effort and expenditure, and which would consume 8
rather considerable amount of time enfé effort between the two instelletions
in the essential endeavor of keeping in touch vith each other, no matter |
how much care was put upon program determination end division of effort.

This proposal hes been seriously made in connection with the therno-
nuclear program. It is dublous if its implementation at this time could
€o other than delay the date at which the next significant thermonuclear
experiment might be made. However, careful planning might, through the
establishment of an appropriate laboratory (or through its attachment to
an existing installation) speed up the conversion of an explosive thermo-
nuclear experiment to 8 militarily useful ‘weapon.

The establishnent of a new laboratory to participate in the develop-
ment of implosion type weapons seems to be somevhat more questionable in
viev of the extensive facilities for explosive fabrication vhich vould be
required and the time which it would take to get them and to staff the
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Laboratory;Aetowithiray strength ffroa LosAlenos forthispurpose,’ay
to vithirew‘charges froa §-Bite, end even the extensive consultation end -

- : trensfer of information which would be required, vould for sometine slow Ub: | :

. doa rather than expedite tha overall rate of progresststhiefina.eee LD

 

i te isbelieved tabe «“fundanentedpreates in ‘Eiscussicas of‘this| at
nature that to obtain effective end quick eid in the situation, avay would ’.
have to be found to transfer ectivities to other agencies which are already. -

“earrying @ large share of the burden for Los Alamos. Inthis vay the-- °° =
individuals {involved locally {n such prograzs could be released for efforts .
in connection with programs in which they could immediately becoseeffece
tive. The Los Alemos Scientific Laboratory is currently within a few per -
cent of the size which it can attsin with existing housing at Los Alamos. ~
To build nore housing is, of course, possible, but will hardly show an =~
effect upon rate of Laboratory progress within at least two years from the
time such a move vas agreed tpon.: (Even this should be much more reptd and
effective on @ short ‘time scale than s "newLos Alanos"a: 5 ;
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- among the activitieswhith seca to:us to fall tn tatslaneareeee.me

- . ° .

“en»
possibly the followings ate fue .OAseaa - 2oPhay wil; sel, oS

(2) Respanetbility for all ean type veapon develo te: os ee

“This vork ts largely carried on for us by the ‘Bepartarnt of
‘Defense, but the responsibility remains here. It is conceivable that -
the responsibility could be trensferred to the Department of Defense |
with the Los Alamos Scientifie Laboratory retaining only a consultae
tive role and a responsibility for basic theoretical end physical -
research in the whole field. Such a transfer af responsibility vould
free perhaps thirty or forty technical men to participate in other-
programs ss well as a cousidereble ancunt of shop time. The em :
progres Goes not now involve new concepts and even: +:. f .

Aa
It should be¢ clearly unfierstooa that, inpeaking this suggestion,

the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory does not wish to imply thet it
believes that gun type weapons will be more rapidly developed under

’ these elrceunstances, It is actually our frenk opinion that the.
converse Will be true. KEevertheless, we do not feelthat the national
defense position of the country would seriously suffer, even if the
programs vere delayed, and the political expediency of such a movemay

, have some merit. : . ‘ .
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(bv) Responsibilityforall muslear tests.

At the present tine, the Los Alenos Scientific Laboratory maine
tains s complete technical test organization for the conduct of all
phases of atemic weapon tests. It would be possible to reduce this

.  @rganization to a division concerned solely with the experizental
measurements cf direct interest to the Jos Alamos Scientific
Laboratory weapon development. The actual test aduinistration and

' operation would then be cerried out by cthers, and the Los Alanos

(c)

(4)

Bcientifio Laboratory would merely request an appropriate test -
operation from time to time when the stage of technical development

‘Warranted. Buch s decision would release perhaps fifty or sixty
people, many of whom would not be suitable for technical work else-
where and would have to be terminated to make their housing»
available for additional technical personnel. —

It should also be understood that in this ease as well, we do
not believe that the interest of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
will be as well served under such an arrangenent as they would under
the present circumstances. Wevertheless, it is an activity now
largely carrie4 on by otherindividuels te.g. 10,000 people at
Enivetok) and might be completely transferred elsevhere..

Responsibilityfor developing impect resistant implosion weapons.

Buch weapons will again involve little new nucleonics but would .
involve an extensive amount of test and engineering much of which
vould of necessity have to be carried on by other agencies. By
abandoning responsibility in this field (although, of course, retain-
ing full willingness to consult and to carry out such experimental
research as the engineering tests may indicate), perhaps development |
could be speeded - or at least its progress not made the responsi~ ‘
bility of Los Alamos. . .

Such a transfer of responsibility would not. free persomel at ’
Los Alamos since none are engaged in this program at present.
Nowever, it might give the military a more active sense of perticie«
pation in weapon development in an area where they are perhaps
somevhat qualified,

Responsibility for SF material recovery.

_ Im the course of its research ané development work the
laboratory will have a continuing need for the fabrication of active
material in various shapes. At the present time the recovery of
turnings, crucibles, and miscellaneouswaste is a laboratery —
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(4) Continued

responsibility {utimetely connected with the problea of SF accounta-
bility. It 18 eoncelvable that such materials (particularly J-235)

-ecould be bundled up and sent elsewhere for recovery. {nuesmuch as
this would en4 a very large excunt of related vork required for &PF
accountability (chemical analysis, bookkeeping, etc.), the saving
in manpover might be quite appreciable - perheps equivalent to

“twenty or thirty individuals. Of course, there would be a consid~
erable loss of S&F accountability in detail although the gross

_ balance of materiel into and out of Los Alamos vould eventually be
available to the Atoaic Energy Coranisaion.. a

The question tsfrequently raised as to the reason for Les
Alanos concern vith processes of active metal preparation, fabrica~
tion, and recovery. The ansver lies, of course, in the purity of
materials required for weapon use. We have accordingly regarded it
as one of the primary responsibilities of the Laboratory to make.
sure that the @evelopaent of a weapon was paralleled by development
of methods to make the material for the weapon. However, once the
process is adequately developed (slthough this is seldom really _
believed to be the case), our interest in it naturally decreases, .
Accordingly, the process of 0-235 recovery for current; Weapons is:
now essentially routine for Los Alenos.

r

(e) TheLaboratory construction_progrem,

Por sone tine we have been conscious of almost active opposi-
tion to the Laboratory construction program on the part of the
Bureau of the Budget. We have also been awere of a definite lack
of confidence on the part of the Atoaic Energy Comsission itself.
‘At the present time, it is becoming increasingly dubious if —
‘structures to be built henceforth will provide as adequately for
the laboratory as those already in existence. The specific
proposal can be asde to discontinue for the present any further
laboratory construction not directly denanied by the needs of the
technical program. This would affect specifically buildings such
as the Administration Building, the General Laboratory Building,
the Medical Research Building, nev cryogenics facilities, and.
others, The construction program, when complicatedby the
repeated need to justify end rejustify space is taking « serious
toll of time of technical people, and the exasperations
engendered are no leas a fetriment to technical work. Were a.
moretoriua to be declsred on all further South Mesa construction
until either the “war” was over, until the present buildings .
burned or fell down, or until a somevhat more enthusiasti¢
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attitate became apparent on the part of the Atomic tuerey‘Comntesion,
Congress, end the Bureau of the Budget, we could reduce ur engle

- peering group by perhaps 20 people, as well as free a ccuparabdle
“ mumber of senior people in the technical divisions froa further cone
gern in this matter end permit them to concentrate their energies on
the technical progren. Additional housing might aleo be made \
available atLos Alamos by a corresponding reduction in‘the local
Atontic Energy Comission engineering steff. -

an his suggestion may actually be nade seriously since it ts
‘believed that the situation has been continuously deteriorating.
‘Yar from increasing morele by an expression of confidence in the
permanence anf capability of the Laboratory, the present attituies

_Sovards construction are seriously wnherminingit. —_
ra

{r) the Laboratory production responsibilities...

tt is curious to note that these alecusstons occur at8s time
when it hes been necessary for the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
to place 6-Bite on @ production basis for the 7-5 progrem, with the
sonsequent Gelay in resesrch and development effort in the inplo-
sion field. This can, of course, continue to happen if there is
inadequate planning in connection with requirements. It is the
subject ef no little Laboretory bitterness that these criticians
are made of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory at precisely the
time vhen it has apparently been a military necessity to take a
retrogressive step in Laboratory philosophy anf return to the

the ecupletion of APPLE will permit the Laborstery to transfer
the major part of {ts active material engineering design, fabrica-
tion, inspection, assembly, and manual writing load. While this
cannot be expected to relieve the Laboratory to any crest extent
for at least a year or more, nevertheless it is s definite step in .
the right direction and one which will relieve the Laboratory of
considerable responsibilities in se routine field. Perhaps some
thirty or more individuals (or their housing) cen be reassigned in
consequence.

vith the exception of this last item, the Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory doea not believe that the other possible changes are neces-
sarily in the best national interest. Hovever, ve recognize the various
complications engendered by the current international and Washington
situation, and if such chenges are directed by the Atomis Energy (|
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Coutssica, the Los Alanos Setentifio Laboratory win,afcourse,, eater ; es
- its best efforts to put theainto effect promptly and soupletely. tee : .

“with regard’ to specific programnatio matters, the following maybe |
‘noted: within the next nine to tvelve months the major part of the Los =.aa
Alenos Ecientific Laboratory responsibilities with respect to the BRO 088.
weapon will have been completed. {his will ecaplete the geometrical caee oa
spectrum of implosion vespons according to a long renge development - 7eeveel
progran established by jt se Scientific Laboratory several year .
gO. Seer ne ce ag tebe

' ~progran vill reflect no other specific weapon developments in the imple- . 2Dee
sion field other than those cores for which requirements have already been 2 <!) tat

   

written dom. Rather, the Laboratory will exbark upon en extensive pro- ;osNy.—oo
‘gram of general fcplosion weapon understanding and improvement which gay - le
last for several years. The specific area of maximum concentration will 25: -
be determined by examining the military stockpile requirements and from “ “Lo
the exphssis therein ve expect to deduce those weapons which the ailitery ~
regard as most important. If, at any time, it is necessary or desirable =~.

| Lor reasons of ordnance e inee or D eduction lant utilisation to
freeze upon @ nev model § Z SaOE wale Bes
Weapon, We will exemine the state ofthe “art etthethe tine and design the
warhead im accordance with the best concepts which have been tested.

. In the thermonuclear field, {¢ is highly improbeble that s signifi«
cant test will be sppropriste before Nay, 1952. It is perhaps wost
probable that such a test will occur either in the latter part of that
year or the early part of the folloving. The status of this field
contimes to be one of enormous theoretical interest but whose overall
practicality cermnot as yet be precisely stated. As noted earlier, {ft -_ be
is extrenely dubious if extensive administrative changes will do other =
than slow down this effort. With recard to the ease of staffing sidi- Pa
tional effort elsewhere than at Los Alamos, {t may be noted thst oe i
Professor John A. Wheeler at Princeton, with essentially carte blanche ©.
and the attractions of an academic stzosphere, bas been able to obtain To.
the equivalent services of only eight full time theoreticians after an 8 3 -_
extensive campaign of recruitsent involving sore than 115 approaches. -—
The tour of duty of many of those whom he did obtain is less thana = —
year. The Los Alamos Scientific Taboretory Theoretical Division now :
has a staff of 109.

We believe it quite appropriate to examine frou time to tine both
the level of acccaplishzent enfi the basic philosophies of the Los. ~ a:
Alamos Scientific Laboratory. If ve vere to criticize ourselves, such . ~
eriticiam would primarily direct itself toward the fact thet we have |
shown too much preocceupetion with the development, engineering, and -
production of specific Veapons and _Sorraspondingly too little attention
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+o the investigation of basic and wnderlying principles and phenomena
involved in all atomic weapons. It is, of course, necessary to point out
that this preoccupation hes resulted in the more rapid appearance of @
given weapon in the stockpile - but at a sacrifice in longer range
progress, It is, therefore, our intention, unless specifically directed
othervise, to take every opportunity to increase the fundamental ani)
exploratory aspect of Laboratory operations. Perhaps our greatest hope
along thie line lifes in the rapid coxpletion and activation of Project +
APPIZ; our other lies in the gradual elimination from the Laboratory ;,
Program of specific developmentel projects paced by military time scales.-

Verytruly yours,”

Se Original $oeoP =Bathory

- Director | C4
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